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A good florist knows when a nosegay suits better than a 
bouquet.

Randy McManus — the darling of Greensboro party-giv-
ers — answers to good florist, innovative interior designer, 

ardent gardener, humanitarian and philosopher. His Modernist house, a 
commencement project built in 1959 by the students of architect Edward 
Loewenstein (see box) for $24,000, is a quirky nosegay on a street lined 
with sweet Southern flora. 

Brake at the anomaly fronted by banana trees, goldfish trenches and 
plants sprouting from the roofline. Notice the dreaded double carport 
walled with breeze blocks and floored in concrete. Randy banished the car 
in favor of wire porch furniture. Once a carport, now a veranda.

He sits back, basking in feng shui. “It’s cool here, with the breeze blow-
ing through the blocks — and private, too,” he says.  

The impression, even before opening a front door flanked by jumbo 

Two 
Visionaries

When floral design guru Randy McManus  
set out to lovingly restore Edward Loewenstein’s 

famous Commencement Home, 
nothing short of magic happened — inside and out
By DeBorah Salomon   •   PhotograPhS By John geSSner

Story of a House
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Left: Randy McManus, among other things, grows banana trees in his front yard. Above: Triple wow! 
Chartreuse woven-fabric chairs light up the dining area, in contrast to neutral den with an Eames chair.
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glass wall planters, is Mad Men gone mod, in Florida. More specifically, a fif-
ties flashback with Loewenstein’s architectural ideology intact. 

Randy himself is a flashback to an era when educational options were 
scarce for a severely dyslexic child growing up in Sumner, N.C. “College was 
out of the question,” he says. “I barely graduated from high school.”

Even then he was a hard worker, says Kim Venable, a business assistant 
who has known Randy since childhood. “He could make people laugh, maybe 
to compensate. I’m still amazed at what he creates.”

Instead of succumbing to his disability, the twelve-year-old, already into 
gardening, started a plant business from a tiny greenhouse. He begged cut-
tings from friends, grew his own stock and designed dish gardens, which he 
peddled from an old station wagon.

Offices loved them. Soon, florists became his customers. 
The young entrepreneur was asked to water plants at a mall. “I took my 

mother’s teapot and a bucket,” he chuckles. This evolved into a commercial plant 
maintenance business with IBM-caliber clients, where in addition to providing 
TLC, he installed 25-ft trees — and finally sold out to a competitor. Still in his 
twenties, Randy turned to flowers. “It came natural to me,” he says. 

Almost. The groundwork for his skills, which include landscape design, 
garden sculptures and other media, was laid by a compassionate art teacher: “My 
life changed in the eighth grade, when Eva Bimbo said, ‘Randy, typing isn’t do-
ing you any good. Come to my class.’” Bimbo, also a plant person, “opened up 
something in me, planted a seed,” which grew into Randy McManus Designs. 

Randy expressed his gratitude for help and guidance by establishing 
Friends with Flowers: Four days a week, volunteers recycle wedding arrange-
ments into bedside bouquets donated anonymously to hospice clients.

“I love the concept of giving to patients who never receive flowers,” he says. 
So does volunteer Doris Deal of High Point, who rearranges donated flowers 

Above: Hollywood-style sunken living room, typical of the 1950s, is furnished 
for ultimate comfort, with period designs. Below: Plants and art lead the eye 
up in classic foyer. Breeze blocks and banana trees set this Loewenstein house 
apart from Southern-style neighbors.
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for Hospice Home. “Randy’s a flower person — a wonderful person,” she says. 
“The flowers mean so much to our patients.” 

Artists express themselves in their surroundings. Randy leans toward 
natural materials and earthy colors. His mountain retreat in Virginia has 

a sod roof alive with vegetation. Randy looked beyond floral wallpaper, veneer 
paneling, shag carpet, outdated systems (no AC) and saw a stewardship opportu-
nity in this Loewenstein house which, co-incidentally, or maybe providentially, 
was completed the month and year he was born, 1959.

The outcome is not only stunning but respectful, with plumbing fixtures, va-
lances, kitchen cabinets, bifold doors, exterior colors and some surfaces — confet-
ti-pattern vinyl flooring, Formica countertops, concrete slab deck — unchanged, 
as though exhibits in a decorative arts museum.

“Some things I had to accept and figure that the good outweighs the bad,” he 
says, like creaky bifold doors, which signal ample closets. 

Not a square inch is wasted in the iconic layout: no great room, media center, 
wine cellar or culinary extravaganza. A hallway leading to three bedrooms and 
family bath branches left from the wide foyer. To the right, Randy’s modest kitchen 
opens onto a TV den — possibly a breakfast room — which continues into the 
more formal dining area. Two steps down, a sunken living room. One step, made 
of marble, continues across the fireplace as a hearth. A window wall with Holiday 
Inn-style sliding glass doors exposes the living area to the deck and Randy’s walled 
garden, where limes, baby oranges, more banana trees and other exotica thrive; 

Above: Kitchen — avant garde in 1959 — remains virtually intact, including original laminate countertops and pimple painted cabinets with metal pulls. Fascinating details 
survive: corner kitchen sink, wired-in clock and range hood buttons. Below: McManus spends “cozy time” in an Eames chair. Vinyl floor ‚— a mini-chip pattern — is so fifties.
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where walkways are paved with tree trunk slabs, where goldfish swim, a grove of 
cherry trees blossom, a hammock awaits and Randy’s iron sculptures blend into 
the greenery.

A secret garden, an artist’s garden far from the maddening crowds. 

Randy researched and collected period furnishings. “Actually, they find 
me,” he says. In context, they make sense. “That coffee table (in the 

den) is from the same year the house was built.” The table, of a vaguely Danish 
modern design occasionally spotted at garage sales, fronts a sofa from Goodwill 
that Randy had re-covered in a near-extinct brown tweed. An Eames molded 
plywood chair and ottoman complete the grouping. They are family. They are 
where Randy “cozies down” with Frieda, his Jack Russell terrier.

The kitchen, with a futuristic corner double sink, needed only adjustments in 
the simple painted cupboards to accommodate a microwave and larger refrigera-
tor. Randy replaced a disfigured vinyl floor with nubby Berber carpet squares 
which can be lifted and replaced if soiled. A grill nook now displays a handsome 
pottery urn.

The sunken living room exudes comfort, from a boudoir chaise lounge 
to the long, low sofa and Lucite occasional tables. Patrick Lee Lucas, a 
Loewenstein expert who teaches interior architecture at UNCG, calls the 
living room Hollywood style: “This core of the house grounds the design and 
provides variety.” Tall paintings of leaves emphasize ceiling height, while pouf 
side drapes with giant polka dots exist only to cover a blank space at the end of 
the window wall.

Otherwise, throughout the house, minimally dressed windows let the sun 
stream in. 

The dining area, where Randy gives earth tones a bye, elicits a what’s-with-
those-crazy-chairs-woven-from-chartreuse-seat-belt-material reaction. They 
belly-up to a massive oak country table, lightly whitewashed. Behind it, a 
linear painting emits enough fire to keep the enchiladas hot.

“I blasted the walls with cream paint so the art would show,” Randy 
explains. Most is abstract, “… better for me, because my brain is ab-

stract.” Randy still struggles with dyslexia, which he blames for a controlling, 
perfectionist streak. Even the eyeglasses on his bedside campaign chest look 
posed. Yet as a floral designer/business owner he works from diagrams and 
attends to paperwork.

With cream walls, oversize windows and pre-prefinished light strip-wood 
floors, the three bedrooms clumped at the end of the hall provide gallery space 
for Randy’s art, some created by friends, other paintings purchased here and 
there to suit a particular wall. One guest room contains nothing but a scale 
model, crafted in wood, of his mountain house against a wall of tree litho-
graphs. Bittersweet/terra cotta hues join browns and beiges in the master bed-
room — a mix of styles only a good eye could assemble. Through the bedroom 
window, a forest: “It feels like I’m waking up in a treehouse.” In the adjoining 
bathroom with original sinks and counters, Randy executed the sole structural 
change: a tiled shower room with floor sloping toward a center drain, which 

Randy’s talent shines in his garden, with tropical plants and a grove of cherry trees, a trench goldfish 
habitat. He softens the concrete patio with a fruit-bearing lime trees and stylized outdoor chairs.

Continued on page 58
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The Modern Pioneer
To say he was a dreamer simply wouldn’t do. 

Mid-century modernist Edward Loewenstein 
(1913-1970) was a visionary in the realms of 
both architecture and civil rights. And an 
activist, too. Lucky for Greensboro, his actions 
— and his legacy — continue to speak for him. 

Loewenstein moved to the Gate City in 1945 with his wife, 
Frances Stern, the stepdaughter of Julius Cone. 

No doubt the Chicago native arrived with a fresh perspective.
With a BA in architecture from MIT, Loewenstein began practic-

ing design independently in Greensboro in 1946. He later joined 
forces with Robert A. Atkinson Jr. to form a prolific partnership that 
continued from 1953 until Loewenstein’s death in 1970. 

Loewenstein-Atkinson was also the first architectural firm in 
the state of North Carolina to hire African-American architects 
and designers.

“If you don’t like it, you can leave,” he told employees with 
objections, says his daughter, Jane Levy.  

In just two dozen years, Loewenstein and his firm produced 
roughly 1,600 commissions, both residential and commercial. 
Their work populates Irving Park, Starmount and the Westwood 
Road corridor of Greensboro. The firm’s commercial portfolio 
includes the Woman’s College of the University of North Carolina’s 
Coleman Gymnasium and the former Greensboro Public Library 
on Greene Street.  

Although only a small portion of Loewenstein’s residential proj-
ects would be considered genuine Modernist homes (roughly two 
dozen), many blend traditional ideals with Modern elements. 

His own house is “of a different sort” says Patrick Lee Lucas, 
associate professor of interior architecture at UNCG. 

“It’s the antithesis of white-collar tradition.”
Tucked away on a large wooded lot, Loewenstein’s 1954 house, 

now home to his daughter Jane and her husband Richard, features 
slanted windows, curved walls, built-in storage space (to eliminate 
the need for excess furniture), and an integration of various natu-
ral elements, including wood and stones. 

A friend of Jane’s says, “Being in your home is like hugging the 
environment and being hugged back.” 

Jane remembers her father bolting a double reel tape recorder to 
his car in the ’60s in attempt to learn Spanish. 

“He loved to learn,” she says of her father. 
He likewise loved to teach. 
In addition to mentoring interns at the firm, Loewenstein 

taught at the Woman’s College for nearly a decade.  
 Under Loewenstein’s guidance, his students designed houses 

and supervised their construction. The first commencement house 
was constructed in 1958. Two more followed. 

And he continues to influence young minds. 
In 2007, graduate and undergraduate students in the 

Department of Interior Architecture at UNCG explored 
Loewenstein’s buildings as the backdrop for their studio work and 
fall exhibit. 

“He was truly an incredible individual,” says Lucas, who is 
working on a book about Loewenstein’s many innovations in the 
civil rights era. 

“He was such an advocate for civil rights,” says Lucas, “and his 
work in that regard, because it was different, well, he’s sort of say-
ing something.”
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doubles, Randy says, as his hurricane shelter.
The sum: quite something. “Randy has done a great job reawakening the 

building and making it his own with contemporary furnishings and finishes,” 
Lucas notes. Plus, Randy has created a horticultural environment which 
threatens to eclipse even the Loewenstein legacy.

Randy McManus loves his home for practical reasons:
“It works, it flows, it lives great,” he says. At a moderate 2,000 square feet 

the house easily accommodates 70 at a party. Guests flow from deck to living-
dining room, to Randy’s “cozy” den, into the kitchen and foyer, out to the 
carport veranda, which he transforms into a disco bar.

The owner’s enthusiasm for details remains fresh three years after moving 
in. “Look at this clock,” he says, pointing to numbers and hands installed 
directly into a kitchen wall. “It’s been running since the house was finished. 
Look — dimmers (on lights over the valances). See this slanted wall? It hides 
the bedroom door so people can’t see it from down the hall.”

Several Loewenstein houses in Greensboro have been demolished, making 
each revitalization precious to cognoscenti, including Loewenstein’s daughter 
Jane Levy. 

“She came to see it and said her father would appreciate what I’ve done,” 
Randy says with pride.

Most of all, his home represents success. 
“I started from zero. My father said, ‘Since you’re not good at reading or 

spelling, focus on things you’re good at.’ Everything I have was built on a 
learning disability. When there’s a gas shortage or a bad economy, I reflect on 
the struggles I had in school [for perspective.]” Each day Randy intones a little-
known prayer of Jabez, found in Corinthians, which guides his life: Oh God 
that you would bless me indeed, And enlarge my territory, That your hand 
would be with me, And that you would keep me from evil.

The house itself has succeeded in replacing the negative energy of his previ-
ous residence: “I was looking to make something into a Zen peaceful place. I 
felt I could do it here. This house has changed my life. Now, it’s me.”   OH

For 30 years we’ve been helping people
complete their tableware.
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